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Warframe plains of eidolon guide 2019

Warframe - Idolon Hunting Guide A very simple guide to hunting terrarists, gauntlists and hydrolists on the Idolon Plains. Warframe Guide: Before you start hunting, you'll need: All maximum rank warframe operators (all focus trees but Genuri or Bagarin are desirable due to health/energy regen) copy and crit as much as a crit-based gun, you should bring: High damage weapons
per shot (sniper rifles, etc.) reliable, Frames like amplifiers (high crit, preferably) made of crit-based secondary weapons (Arca Cisco, Akvolto Prime, Keegan, etc.): bolts (speed is good on the plains, His shields are great when used with Crit weapons) Chroma (Damage Buffs and Tankies. What more do Adolon hunters need?) Rhinoceros (Alternatives to Chroma) Oberon (Health
Restoration, Armor Buff and State Effects Denial) Trinity (Ove Alternative to theron) Harrow (Brewer...) Titania (I am Mesa, but I can actually hit Idolon!) you can have the following: 3 friends and/or clanmates (allowing better communication and teaming) gun blades (it blades) It's a gun, it's a gun!) Items like atmospheric arch guns (which can be useful depending on guns and
circumstances) and arch-deployers (it opens up many possibilities): Mantis Air Support (Medical Pods) Health/Energy Restoration Deployments Don't Bring: State-Based Weapons (Idol is immune to state effects) Mesa (regulators can't pin it on Idolon.) and Boban (Idolon is not affected by crowd control, stupid!) Mag (just don't do it, it's ok?) Step 0: Wait game now you have your
weapons and warframe, just wait until the plains are in the 'night' cycle. You can navigate and hover over the planes node to see it. If it says 'night in xx minutes, this is me. However, if it says 'xx a day in minutes, this is the night! Idolons are only generated at night, so when the sun rises, it's a good time to drive a hunting party a few minutes before sunset to maximize your hunting
time as the Aedolon disappears into the ground. Prepare? Let's go hunting! Step 0/5: Collect Adolon Luer from one of your team before the Hunt. You will have them to capture Idolon to increase your chances of good loot! You need 2 baits for Terrist and 3 for Guntlyst and Hydro list. Keep them close to Adolon before losing so you can capture them successfully. The necessary
bait is used once the capture is complete, so it is necessary to acquire a total of 8 baits during the hunting process. Tip: Teammates can keep Luers safe until the end of the battle. It should only exist in the final stages. Step 1: Terrarist Terrahurst is the easiest Idolin, but it shouldn't be taken lightly for the new Idolin Hunter. Go to the operator form and shoot the terralist with the
amplifier. This is the only way to put down the shield and expose it to more traditional forms of damage. Shoot Sinovia when the shield goes down. They look like old radiators and can be found on limbs. Shoot them and Idolin will release a number of magnetic proc-coated pulses, draining your energy and shield. Rinse and repeat until all sinovia is destroyed. Idolin will fall to the
ground and seek the help of the bumbalists. Destroy them, idolons rise and the body becomes completely vulnerable to damage. Destroy it, keep the bait close and you've captured the terrarist! Step 2: Guntlyst remembers everything we did to that poor Terrist? Guess how, we're back with his big brother, Guntlyst! First, grab all the loot and head to the rocks in the middle of Gara
Tote Lake. To capture the new Idolin, you need to grab a piece of Terrarist and 3 Luer. Put the shard you got, and if you do the other 3, Guntlyst rises from the lake! The fight is played similarly, but Gauntalyst has more sinovia and more tricks up its sleeve, including a radial shield (RIP long-range fight) and a pillar of glowing energy erupting from the ground! After you survive the
attack, capture the Gaustrist and you are ready for the big one! Next: Hydrolist, Last Boss! Step 3: Hydrorist aka Bottom, a lava simulator grabs debris from Guntlist and heads to the heart of Gara Tote Lake. Sacrifice shards and summon hydrolysis! The fight is similar to a Guntlyst fight, but it can incredibly damage the ground around you. Destroy Sinovia, grab everything and
head for the exit. You can also like: Warframe – Useful map of Orb Vallis Warframe – where you can find Toroids and farm them warframes – Beginner's Guide Warframe – Neuro-Farming Guide 2020 War - How To Make Platinum We Have You Try to talk about the war that is best suited to the different situations you can find on the plains of Eidolon, you can find it on the plains of
Idolon, you will want to talk about the best for other situations that you can find on the plains of Itolon. The best wortle to explore is rhino or rhino prime, and his iron skin is easier to explore as he is more likely to survive if he gets into unexpected problems. Rhino and Rhino Prime are versatile options, offering more options depending on how advanced your build is, giving you the
options you need to strike a balance between strength and ability efficiency. Equipped with powerful weapons, this war body can also achieve bounties without having to go with squadrons. However, this depends on your preferences. He can also be a good squad member if he resurrects his fallen comrades and literally need someone who can be a bullet. Meanwhile, The Roaring
ability gives good damage bonuses to allies within the effects area. Mesa Wartle is a team player on the Plains. She can get into the center of the action and accelerate bounty achievement using her own ability peace maker, becoming the best warframe to destroy grinier camps in seconds. To get the most out of Mesa, you need to strike a good balance between strength, reach
and efficiency, and reach and efficiency are the most important abilities. Trinity War body also makes team players, her squad, her ability to play the energy, shields and health, the best warframes it can get in dangerous situations alive. Trinity is the perfect squad member if you're hunting or trying to catch Idolon Terrarist because Aedolon Bait can keep you alive from shields and
health recovery. The most interest you have is the efficiency and scope of her ability to improve in the Warframe Trinity. If you're Mesa and Trinity in the same squad, you'll see an interesting synergy that destroys Mesa's Grineer Camp and regenerates the energy the Trinity consumes, creating a continuous cycle of death and destruction. Chroma wrottles can survive dangerous
situations with wider possibilities, not with rhino-like ease. If this warttle isn't the best, hunting Down Idolin Terrahurst is one of the most important things, and most importantly, improving his ability because Chroma gets a significant armor bonus when the Heard Shield is damaged, and an impressive damage bonus if his health is compromised. With Harrow Whartle and his ability
to covenant, those two can create deadly combinations. For Chrome, the thing that interests him most is improving the strength and duration of his abilities. If you can afford the balance between the two, efficiency is also an option to consider. Harrow Wartle is unique, because considering whether your intention is to hunt the Aedolon Terrarist would be a very interesting option.
Thanks to his fourth ability, Covenant, you can create powerful combinations with chroma. With this ability, Harrow protects its squad with an energy aura that absorbs damage and enhances critical opportunities. Surely, the best warframe if you want to enter the plains alone is Rhino or Rhino Prime, which covers all your needs and helps you get back to the safety of Cetus in one
piece, no matter what treatment you face. To play with the team, if you have rhinos or rhino primes, mesas and trinityes, you can go faster without missing anything. This makes them the best warframe to create a team and achieve the most difficult bounties without problems. And If your intention is to hunt Aedolon Terrarist, you will need at least a Trinity on your team. Completing
the squad with Chroma can take more damage, and if you can trust Harrow, the damage can be further improved. These three are the best warttles to hunt down Aedolon Terrahurst, this list doesn't pretend to be ABC on how to play on the plains of Aedolon, it's simply a series of useful tips to help you play better and make the most of your playing time. The warja you use must be
your favorite person, the important thing is to enjoy, The Tenno.Plains of Eidolon is a dangerous place, Tenno. Here is a small guide to what is the best basic weapon you can survive in this rugged place. Take the side arms and gear up to the Idolon Plains. This secondary weapon will give you an unparalleled tactical advantage out there, tenno.Eedolon's plains are huge, but there
will be moments when you need to get your hands dirty. Here you always have Eidolon.As weapon to unleash your confusion, we hope this information will help, and if you find any mistakes or missing information we appreciate you to let you know via the comments below. Good luck, Tenno! In: Update 22, the site of the last battle of tile sets, Grinier, and 2 more Champions of
Unum, a huge crust that wants to claim the playing qualities of the tower against Gara and itself. Today the ruins of perception, diminishing and chaotic, wandering plains - the pursuit of Ostron cohesion hopes never to be found. —Her defense of the plains of Aedolin Shard was her last attack. The device exploded, and Unum wept as it lit up during the day. The battle-horror-is
over. The tower walls shook. The body of perception was gestured by dissonant energy. The forest fell into pieces, huge bodies after huge bodies crashed into plains and wetlands and flats. The animals fled from the sky-high dust walls as the waves spread, angering and expressing their anger at the death of God. —Go to the death of the crust The plains of the legend Idolon is a
vast and open landscape connected to the Sedus, located on Earth and settled in Ostron. In the shadow of Unum's Orosin Tower is an ancient battlefield where a huge crust was defeated during the Old War by Gara. Grinair has set up numerous outposts and bases to study and mine the remains of the area, observing and patrolling the plains, becoming a threat to operations.
This open zone was introduced in Update 22.0 on October 12, 2017 and remastered in Update 24.6 on April 4, 2019. General Idolon Plains has an area of about 5 square kilometers (2.25 km x 2.25 km)[1], mainly characterized by a variety of fields, hills, caves and water bodies in temperate climates. Unlike other mission nodes, Idolon Plains is not procedurally generated. But
instead of a huge static map with unique features. Plains are accessible through two different mission nodes on the star chart, all of which are on earth. The first is the central hub of the plains - Cetus, earth - where players spawn on the shores outside the village. The second mission node generates a player just before the gate that connects Setus to the plains. Both nodes are
unlocked after completing Vor's award and the master rank is not locked. Each server instance of The Seters can accommodate up to 50 players in the village, but players can only leave the standard 2-4 squad or solo plains. Each map is considered a separate mission instance and is not shared between squads. Entering into the plains in Setus or directly on the star chart will
create a new instance of the mission on the plains, and the creation of the procedure applies to objects such as resource creation locations and mineral veins. The progress of the plains is saved under the following conditions: at some point, when you return to Cetus through the gate, the mission ends and all progress is saved. Return to the player's orbit through the Escape
menu. All progress is automatically saved when the bounty is completed. Fishing, mining, or consumables store specific content (caught fish, extracted minerals, consumables used). The main feature is that unlike the traditional day and night cycles of earth tilesets, which are set when entering day and night cycle missions, the plains of Eidolon feature a real-time cycle that sees
the map transition seamlessly from light to darkness. On the plains, the day lasts 100 minutes, and at night it lasts only 50 minutes. All players will experience the same time at any time on the Adolon Plains. The time of day determines not only the type of enemy, but also the type of fish the player can encounter on the field, and as a result affects the difficulty of the map. While
the day cycle is aimed at new players, the night cycle is reserved for more experienced players, along with the more difficult enemies of the sentient faction. Sometimes the weather, the Idolon Peace, can experience rainy weather, from gentle drizzle to thunderstorms. During the rainy season, greenier enemies on the plains are less sighted and fish are more likely to spawn
bodies of water. Other weather effects present on the plains include various strengths of wind that can act on objects like trees, grass and even Syandanas. Spear Fishing Main Article: The Plains of Fishing Idolon features a large body of various finder of aquatic life. Players can participate in spearfishing to catch various fish and crustaceans, which can be increased by crafting a
variety of Austron items or gifting them to Fisher Highcrow. Austron faction. Mining Highlights: Another way to get resources from the plains is through mining; Players can spot mineral veins that appear to be bright glowing marks, scattered throughout the landscape, which can be mined with dedicated cutting tools. Ores and gemstones are used in a variety of crafting recipes, and
und cut gems can be traded to Old Man Sumbaat to increase their standing with the Austron faction. The hunting and conservation plains now have three native species of wildlife roaming the fields: cuakas, small rodent-like creatures, mergu, strangely-looking water birds, and condloc, a large bird. Jong-eun Lee hunted and said animals can be killed to drop the resources of the
milk. Each animal has three variants of various rarities. They can also be taken with a Tranq rifle and collected to get tagged and standing. The tag is used to buy floors, miniature stuffed animals from Master Teasonai, who is responsible for preserving the plains. Bounty Main Article: Bounty Console Bounty's bounty location is a randomly generated quest where players complete a
series of short objectives in Cones. Once the mission set is complete, players will receive random rewards from the reward pool. Radio consoles have appeared in various locations outside the Seters Patch and continue to offer bounties, allowing players to depart without having to return to Setus. A large network of caves. The Idolon Plains has several caves for players to enter,
which can include items of interest, such as minerals or codex objects. Most of these caves are small spaces where players can have multiple holes to pass through to access the cave. However, some caves on the plains closed the grineer door in it, where the entrance to the cave played a proper role. Many of these sealed caves have access to games that create bounty targets
that take place within the horse's cave, at which point the door lights become green, indicating that they can be opened. Unlike small caves, they open into huge, vast caves that can even lead to outdoor locations outside the plains' boundaries. Among these large caves, only caves located in geyser ponds near Setus can be accessed by players without the need for bounty
activeness. The caves you find are permanently displayed on the minimap with a white jagged triangle symbol. The Special Tusk Legion of Enemy Grineers are the primary enemy force on the Idolon Plains during the day and can be found in one of the small patrol crews roaming the plains or stationed at one of the many outposts and fire bases set up in the area. The Grineer fire
base is heavily fore-strengthened with a variety of defenses, including ramparts and ramparts. Heavy defensive turrets. To add firepower, it can also use mortars to lob high explosive shells from long range towards their targets. This Grineer unit is unique because the Eximus variant can own poison and impact versions, and is usually only available for infected corpus and grineer
archwons. They also use special thermal and cold water titanies that are not used in other granite units in the system. Griner units can be created on the plains in a variety of ways, such as through the Firbolg dropship or down from an orbital drop pod. It can also be deployed in volkor gunships armed with rotating guns for air support. All aircraft on the plains are vulnerable to
attack and can be destroyed before deploying the units they transport. If a large enough patrol is engaged in combat, the Grineer unit will deploy a Tusk Seaker drone to signal the support forces, then proceed to spawn through the foregoing options. Drones continue to call additional enemies unless they are destroyed. Grinier can also go to the scene with air units such as the
Dargin Skiff and Ogma bombers to patrol the plains and attack from the air. If this air unit is defeated, the ejected damaged pilot may fall to the ground. Dargyns can also be found parked near the Grinier encampment and could be kidnapped if the pilot is removed or beaten by a vehicle. In addition to aerial artillery, tusk dumpers grounded mobile platforms. In addition to cannon
fire and automatic turrets, units like this quadrafedal tank are surprisingly agile in size and use their legs to jump, hit or dash quickly. In addition, pneumatic ground is used on the underside to create a continuous shock wave. The upper is unaffected by all forms of attack except for weaknesses in each leg. Ghouls, who support Tusk troops, are Ghouls, a heavily giddy Grine who
waits under the ground for an ambush. When confronted, they burst out of the ground, exerting animalistic instincts and savagely attacking anyone who dared to outsal the territory. The unit has bizarre and unconventional abilities, including training to allow quick movement through the ground, suicide bombers, huge chainsaws to eject, huge chainsaws that can literally ride on,
and wrist-mounted grappling hooks. When they die, their blood releases a cloud of cold toxins, paralyzing the enemy and making them more vulnerable to ghoul attacks. During the night, Grinair retreats to the safety of the outpost, reducing the number of griniers that can occur on site during that time, but it also evokes the difficulty of nocturnal attacks on the base. Because
Grineer is hostile, Idolon-Ruhr will be deployed around the camp. crust and would strike if they met them, even the giant terrist. During the Old War, the sentient Idolin Terrarist fought a major battle against perception on the plains. The crust was defeated, scattering debris in the region, which gave birth to the presence of the ghostly spectral crust known as the Idol. These are
visible only at night, absent during the day cycle and increasing the difficulty of the plains. The main perceptual threat of the plains during the Eidolon Vonvalyst night is the Idolin Terrarist, a huge tectonic unit equipped with powerful weapons and powerful defenses. Taking down Terrahurst is no small feat and will need the concentrated firepower of operators and warframes.
Defeating Terrist Solo is very difficult, but the entire squad is recommended for this match. Also roaming the plains at night is The Idolin Vonvalysts. If Vonvalyst reduces his health to zero, he will shed his outer armor and turn into a glowing spectral form, impermeable in firing weapons but vulnerable to the void power of his workers. Idolin Luers absorbs the Vhomvalyst crust after
an external shell is destroyed, demanding that the operator destroy it. Also in the middle of Lake Gara Tote is the Ostron Altar for Idolon. Players can summon the more powerful Idolon Gantulist and Idolon Hydrolist by providing the Ornate or Radiant Idolon Shard to this altar. Minor Features Ammo Dispenser Ammo Dispenser. Several Grineer outposts on the plains can be seen
in green containers with white holographic displays at the front and bundles of green holograms floating at the top. Interacting with these dispensers (base X) allows players to collect by dropping ammo for all weapon types. Dispensers have a latency of 3 minutes and 20 minutes, and dispensers are not available until the wait time has elapsed. At this stage, the white display on
the front shows the remaining time in the standby wait time, and the hologram ammo burn will change from green to red. Glove Vault Glove Vault. Grineer outposts and bases in the area can be seen as large orange and green tracking carriages, and by large orange and green tracking carriages with control consoles. These armor bolts can be opened by interacting with the control
console to provide a small amount of resources, sometimes placed inside a single storage container that can break more drops. Armored vaults are also used as targets for resource theft bounties. Some Grineer outposts in Plains have green communication towers with control consoles, which nearby Grineers can activate and call. Players can hack this tower to deactivate it,
which disables hostile turrets within the outpost. These towers could sometimes be heard broadcasting the Griner propaganda of Councillor Bai Heck as a prelude to the operation, The Plague Star. The Grineer encampment near hillside ruins (shown on the #3) in the southeastern part of the Grineer Excavation Plains hosts an interactive archaeological excavation installation.
Inside the circular command tent, you'll find a holographic map of the immediate surrounding area. When you activate the switch next to the map, one of the three possible locations with glowing dots on the map is highlighted and automatic mining explosives (similar to Dreg) are distributed from the tent to that location. When it reaches its target, an explosive drone explodes,
revealing fossilized tectonic debris and randomly various resources or credits. Explosive drones can be destroyed while docked inside a tent or while traveling to their destination, and if all available drones are destroyed, the system becomes unusable. On a magnetized water night, the waters of the peace are energized by tectonic energy, which applies magnetic prom to any
device that touches it, temporarily reducing the maximum shield and removing 100 energy. The small lake near the geyser Twin Horn (cetus inlet) has a small geyser in the center, which blows up powerful steam jets as the unit steps on them, blowing them up and firing them up. Thousand Years Fish Statue Main Article: Thousand Years Fish Thousand Years Fish Statue is a
small, glass statue scattered in a hidden location on the plains. These can be scanned into codexes to provide an in-depth story of seters and plains. Note Setus's Arsenal Arsenal are accessible from anywhere in Setus through the main menu, with arsenal→ and equipment to choose from. This allows you to switch loadouts from Setus without having to return to orbit. Mode
segments can be → through the Equipment Mode mode, allowing players to manage mods in Cetus. The accessibility of the large, closed Grineer Caverns on the Plains is determined by the creation of bounties generated within a specific map instance. The caves that Bountis has access to are open even if the player doesn't reach the bounty stage, but exiting the plains will close
the cave he said he said. Arched Launchers do not appears to be available when outside the Border Shield. The setus you see on the Aedolon Plains are all visual, and if you can get there, you can walk through all the buildings. Balloons in the sky are 2D images that face you as you move. Judging quizzed by the location depicted on the star map, the specific location of Cetus
seems to be in Kazakhstan, somewhere on the northern coast We can't assume that warframes have the same duration, but some of the plains of Aedolon geography and biology seem to corrode that reasoning in particular. Part of the lake scattered around the bug plains, especially one small Grineer population island in the middle of it, the player's warframe can be completely
submerged and will stand at the bottom of the lake. However, the camera cannot pass through the sleep. This only seems to happen near the center of the lake, with the correct events occurring around the edges. Bullet jumps and other forms of movement can still surface again. Streams in the northwest corner of the plains can be permanently self-made, regardless of the time of
day. If a player deploys a K-drive to a specific point on the plains, they can fall off the map without leaving the plains and returning to the surface. Sometimes you can fix this bug by writing something that is attached to a command/chat. Media terrain map of Adolon Plains. Gray spots indicate rock outsy, black squares represent Cetus. 포 맵 (그리니어 캠프 &amp;amp; 동굴 위치) 이
돌론의 나이트 플레인스 앳 이돌론 의 나이트 플레인스 앳 이돌론 의 나이트 플레인스 앳 에이돌론 나이트 플레인스 앳 이돌론 나이트 플레인스 앳 에이돌론 나이트 플레인스 앳 이돌론 나이트 플레인스 앳 나이트 플레인즈 앳 이돌론 나이트 플레인스 앳 이돌론 나이트 플레인즈 앳 나이트 앳 에이돌론 나이트 플레인스 앳 에이돌론 나이트 플레인스 앳 나이트 플레인스 앳 에이돌론 의 밤 - 에이돌론의 밤 평원 ( 에
이돌론의 문 (시작/마무리) 에 이돌론 평원 하루 - 세터스 (시작-마무리) 이돌의 문 -에틸론 1 주년 풍경 의 문 (시작-마무리) 22 분 에이돌론 게임 플레이 워프레임의 새로운 평원 - 현상금 설명 - 콘즈 현상금 사냥꾼TUSK - 이돌론 아침 타임랩스 전투 트랙의 평원 당신의 적 그리니어 Tusk엘리트 힘 (Warframe)이 갤러리 외부 링크 참조 패치 역사 핫픽스 29.5.7 고정 건강 바 호스트가 무료 임무를 떠난 후 잘못된
건강 금액을 표시합니다. 핫픽스 29.5.2 미션 완료시 적절한 금액을 공제하지 &gt;200개 이상의 기어 아이템이 있는 장비 아이템에 관한 오픈 월드/풍경에서 발생할 수 있는 문제를 수정했습니다. 업데이트 29.5 무료 Change roaming sharing preferences We have increased the shared affinity range of free roaming missions from 50 meters to 250 meters! When implementing changes to level 40
of Nectarméch, we called for restrictions on Neckramechi leveling and free roaming missions. With the addition of Bonewidow, I felt it was appropriate to dial up the shared affinity range for these much larger tilesets. It's always ideal to stick together, but hopefully the 250-metre range will level up Nectarmechi faster and explore a little farther from the landscape. Optimization
removed many spot buildings when loading into the Idlon Plains (save ~0.5s). Fixed vision buff modifications to disable when switching from arch Idolon Plains. Update 29.3 Fixed snow weather data (Orb Vallis) overwrites non-weather data for the plains of Idolon, which was causing much more frequent precipitation than desired. Fixed the hotfix 29.2.3 Town/Relay not being able
to play matchmaking with free roaming missions. Update 29.2 Clipping fixed camera near Setus Gate on Adolon Plains. Hotfix 29.0.6 Fixed to walk the blue force wall around the Adolon Plains with a necktramechi. Fixed a script error that could occur when scanning something when leaving the hotfix 29.0.1 free roaming environment. Update 29.0 Free Roaming Landscape now
has a custom icon on the Star Chart! A fixed excavator floating slightly off the ground in one of the plains of Adolon Cave Tiles. Update 28.3 Fixed the location where Adolon Bounty Peace's drones could be trapped inside tents. Update 28.1 Fixation is fixed that flies itself into the middle across the open zone (plains) using heavy slam attacks that close to high surfaces. The fix
towards Hotfix 27.4.1 Plains NPC ends up being completely fixed in an area with no navigation, at least instead of fighting back, when there is no way to get to the right ground. Update 27.4 Enables smoke rendering on the plains of Idolon on the surface to make them look like gray, like boring puddles, improving the appearance of rain. Resolved a number of issues with the plains
of the Eidolon skybox related to fog, surrounding clouds and weather systems. Fixed a script error that could occur when someone enters the Idolin Plains at the expense of brilliant Idolin Shard. Hotfix 27.3.15 Fixed some scripted errors with the Ammo Dispenser on the open-world map when joining a mission in progress. Fixed a script that could occur if you flipped K-Drive at the
right moment and flew into the corridor between Setus and Idlon Plains. Fixed a script error that could occur when reaching the Setus statement to enter Hotfix 27.3.14 Idlon Plains. Fixed a scripted error with Tusk Mortar Bombard attacking you on the Adolon Plains. Fixed collisions that may occur when using arches on hotfix 27.3.13 plains. Hotfix 27.3.11 fixed script errors that
can occur when joining squad hunting animals in Idolon Plains. Fixed script errors when switching from plains equipped with hotfix 27.3.8 composite scanners to Setus. Update 27.3 While in plains archwing, fixed proximity is fixed to prevent the basic grounding function from breaking until it dies/revives to avoid magnetic stumble. Fixed script errors that could occur during Hotfix
27.2.1 Adolon's Supply Sabota State Plains outbreak. Update 27.2 Fixed that the plains of the Adolon Advanced Map cannot be scrolled vertically or zoomed. Fixed an issue with switching from plains. Cetus causes equipment/equipment release animations. Fixed what can be seen outside the map by crouching towards the ceiling in the Aedolon Plains/Sedus Tunnel. Fixed fog
pinching in The Plains skybox in Idolin. Fixed script errors when extracting from Idolin Plains. Hotfix 27.1.2 Optimized hillside ruins caves on the Aedolon Plains. In some cases, performance is improved by 100FPS! Update 27.1 Fixed plains for Idolon target markers that move while in the archwing. Fixed a crash-free rock on the Idolon Plain. Fixed scripted errors that could break
various drone escort missions (including plague stars). Hotfix 27.0.12 Hotfix 25.8.1 Fixed Start Elevator does not appear to be confined to one of the elevators on the Idlon Plains. Hotfix 25.7.6 adjusts the weather patterns of the Idolon Plains to prevent long rainy months. We removed the Radar Dish from the Idolin Plains because it prevents hotfix 25.7.4 turrets from firing. Update
25.7 Plains of Idolon - Bounty additions all the regular plains of the Idolon bounty have bonus objectives, meaning you can get additional rewards for performing well: Assassination: Draw a target within X minutes. Cache: Completes within X minutes. Capture: Complete without killing enemies. Zone Defense: Maintains control levels above X%. Eradication: Completes in less than
X minutes. Hijack drone: Keep your drone healthy by over X%. Structure: Maintains the status of the structure target at least X%. Sabotaju: Kill X enemies. Armor vault: Keep bolt status above X%. Fix: Fixed drive K disappearing when riding from plains to sedus doorways. It also sometimes modifies the ability to be left unattended without use. Fulmin mode swap animations that
do not play when used on archwings over plains anchor level holes in the Idolon Plain. As reported here: Fixed teleport volume on The Hotfix 25.4.1 Idlon Plains in The New Year. Fixed script errors for clients when using the Hekaton Shotgun skin on Hotfix 25.2.3 Idolon Plains. Update 25.2 Fixed a level hole on the Idolon Plains as reported here. Fixed a conflict when switching
from Hotfix 25.0.4 Ballis/Plains to Fortuna/Setus. Fixed a pile of dirt on the Idolon Plains that looked wet when it rained. Hotfix 24.6.2 The visual size of The Plains Sun has been increased to fit the remastered sundisk. Fixed the Loc pin to a height that could not be reached from the plains. Drone protection anchors drones in flat bounties and sometimes get caught in the
landscape. Fix towards the waterfall texture of the plains, which looks more like yogurt than water (it also applies to dojo waterfall decorations). Fixed level holes in plains terrain. fixed dark rocks on the plains. fixed rain clouds lasting on the plains but Falling. Fixed plains enemies getting stuck in cables. Sedters fixed a hole in the stationary at the front door. Update 24.6 Plains of
Idolon Remastered! Updated terrain textures, dynamic lighting, richly detailed trees and foliage, and subtle day/night cycles have been added. Also, with all the technical improvements, the plains run smoother than ever! Plains Conservation you can now track and tranq animals from the plains! Master Tissonay will be the source of eco-louths and rare boosters as you track,
capture and get these animals to safety. Eco bait is not necessary because these animals continue to roam the plains, but if you call them run (or fly!) will bring up. Master Tissonay's new Conservation Badge and Flow are waiting for your efforts. Mergu won and squawk at the sight of marine predators. Many Ostron fishermen give their lives to these strange little birds. Killing one

is considered very bad luck. The new Cuaca and Condlock variants can also be found on the vast plains of Aedolon! The new Titus Tusk-bound Report of Neweer machine spread to Setus. Vay Hek deployed Tusk Thumpers, a mobile defense platform that is as efficient as it is deadly. Get ready to meet three threatening tumblers: tusk dumper, tusk dumper bull and tusk dumper
doma. If there are no vulnerabilities available for benefits, you should identify and expose weaknesses and get them down as quickly as possible. If it takes too long, reinforcement drones will be launched. Visit Nakak to get Tusk Dumper Floss through resource deals! There is one for each type of Thumper, collect them all! The world cycle displayed in Hotfix 24.5.3 Navigation W
Indow now displays the time up to the next cycle/temperature. The plains of the plains of Idolon for dawn, sunrise, morning, day, dusk and sunset are now all described as days for clarity. Update 24.4 The Plains of Adolon Altered Bounty is now available on the Plains of Idolon! Certain tents placed on the plains have consoles that include the power to contact conz (when there is
no early lunch). Invasion has now been removed from the plains with Bountys now available. These were to give players something to choose from when spending time on the plains, but they no longer serve a purpose because bounty can be activated on command. Hotfix 24.2.7 Fixed Non FX on the Adolon Plains appears as a stack as it enters and falls on Cetus, causing poor
visibility and poor visibility. Update 23.10 Plains Ammo Station now generates ammo used by the player's weapon to activate it. It was also lowered. Reduces the ammo station's latency by half. Changed the arching maximum height of the Idolon Plains to 100 metres (the previous intention was a maximum height of 50 metres). Improved performance when streaming to Adolon
Plains. Adjusted random encounter location selection to increase enemy activity on the Idolon Plains. Aedolon Plains has improved some aperture. The Idolon goal is to hone and anchor the various plains of the UI. I proved how players perceive gun fire and explosion sounds from a distance from the Idolon Plains. Sounds are now more reliable from a distance and give players an
accurate awareness of the enemy's distance. Increased the chance of a slum target in caves on the Idolin Plains. Setus is scheduled for the South, so players only have to walk in the opposite direction of this marking to head home for an early lunch! Hotfix 22.13.4 Advanced Plain Map Controller Interaction Changes to the right analog stick now control map zoom. The left analog
stick now controls the map pan. The changes that enabled culling near the Idolon bushes reduce visual confusion during combat. Now you can see that the foliage disappears from view as it thickens. Hotfix 22.13.3 Advanced Plains Map Controller interaction changes to the map can now pan in the middle of the screen when you open advanced maps, The player position is
centered on the screen and the controller reticle is no longer moved, instead the right analog stick will move around the left analog stick and the map will be moved around the control map zoom panning slack is now extended to the zoom level (so the map can't be dragged far beyond the panning limit when it's zoomed in too much) and the hotfix 22.13.2 advanced controller
cursor speed is reduced by the general map controller cursor speed. Hotfix 22.13.1 changes the advanced plains map to close the map instead of being pinned to M using bound map key bindings. Removed advanced plains map hints when you open a map in a cave. Improve the scattering points of daggins to alleviate the reported problem of Dargyns scattering with each other
or in the geomology. Update 22.13 New Advanced Plains Map! Hold M (default) and open the Advanced Map. Right-click (default) on advanced maps places waypoints. Use the mouse wheel to zoom in and out. Left-click and drag to move the advanced map. Region/region named! It also appears on regular plains maps. Hotfix 22.12.5 Aedolin Water improves the way the plains of
danger treat falling drops and teleports them to be more player-friendly. Update 22.12 Drive dargyn fight to the sky by snatching the unmanned Dargyns from the plains. If you get caught, it's a foot race for the pilot aboard the Dargin! Use these to help in your search for the new Idolon! Gantulist and hydrolysed perception were deformed creatures, transmitted Dark folds of distant
space, crushing towers and citadels across the earth... Until you meet your destiny in a climax battle. The device exploded. The body of perception was gestured by dissonant energy. Debris from the crust crashed into plains and wetlands and flats... These fragments are known as Aedolon, a mysterious titan that continues to roam the plains and covers the inhabitants of Setus.
Most of you have seen terrarists, beasts rising from the depths of the water every night. Legends fell on the plains and spoke of two more Aedolons, dormant for centuries but always present in the hearts and minds of Austron. The Aedolin hunters attempt to summon these creatures again with a desire to prove their worth. Are you worth it, Tenno? GANTULYST Legend says
gantulists wield huge rocks for their arms, emitting powerful beams of tectonic energy. Ostron built a gentleman in honor to win that favor. HYDROLYST Austron believes hydrolysis is a sign of impending natural disaster. The story explains the distinct and pungent aroma ahead of the arrival of this toxic beast. TERALYST Matchmaking Bounty You now have a matchmaking option
for Idolon Hunting! Noteworthy: If you remain on the plains all day, you can hunt Idolin for several nights. If a team kills all three Adolons overnight or kills them multiple times, Terrarist can be resurrected and started again. TLDR players can hunt Idolin on multiple nights without losing progress as long as they stay in the current session. Go back to Cetus and reset it. We've also
added teleport triggers to warp slow squad members who go out into the plains outside the loading corridor. This is to catch followers who are far enough away to twist the player past the blocking volume already set in front of the gate. Improved loading to the same Cetus instance as hotfix 22.8.2 teams. This led to constant attempts to load the plains where the doors didn't open.
Update 22.6 Dynamic weather on the Idolon Plains! The Idolon Plains now have changing weather patterns! This new dynamic weather system offers rain, lightning, rolling thunder as well as fluctuating winds and cloud patterns. The plains can move from sunlight to rain during the day and night, and the rain will linger for a moderate amount of time. Jumping in a pool of water is
not the only good thing about going out on the plains during the rain! Improve and lower the view of the Grineer during rain. 22.4 Improvements towards the overall transition from plains to Setus 22.4 changes updated. This includes better attempts to join hosts who were in the middle of transitioning from plains to Cetus, sometimes It leaves the squad or is loaded into another
Cetus instance. Improved the path of hijacked drones on the plains. This also solves the problem of drone operation species: epidemics stuck on the way to stars. The fix completely fixed the end of the mission when returning to Cetus from the plains, where rankings do not show preferences obtained from weapons, warframes, colleagues, etc. and this has caused confusion if you
are getting a preference or simply don't show it. Fixed squad mate statistics not being seen on the mission end screen when returning to Cetus as host on plains. Fixed an extraction marker not appearing on the plains when squad members switched to Cetus. Fixed the remaining client post host migrations joining clients that left the squad instead of the new host on the plains.
Returning to Seters from the Plains has fixed the loss of all UI elements if killed in the tunnel, and the end-of-mission screen has been revived. Update 22.3 adds more traditional extraction mechanics to the plains of Eidolon. Now, 50% of the team enters the Seters gate and starts the extraction timer. We've added local goal markers (classic green indicator) and more directions to
this area to let squad members know that extraction is awaiting and counting down. Change removes the ability to be in the sky arches in certain caves of the plains. Now you'll know the more populous Grineer base on the plains, as roving Grineers now retreat to pure panic back to base at night when curfew sirens sound. Fixed loss of functionality when entering plains in Cetus
and trying to return to Cetus immediately. Fixed a black screen and loss of functionality when holding a fish because it needs to be extracted from the plains with a 60-second countdown timer. Fixed the Setus Gate, which sometimes opens while on the plains. In the extended caves of the plains, the wind is too loud to be affected by the volume slider. Fixed some terrain clipping
issues and holes in the extended caves of the plains. Fixed griner drop pods sound not playing for clients on the plains. Hotfix 22.2.5 changes can explore certain caves in the plains more deeply (Operation: Plague Star will bring more gameplay to these expanding caves). In a future update, this cave will be eligible for bounties and invasion missions! A small number of
performance optimizations (mainly plains) have been created. These performance fixes were found mainly in console builds and were politely brought to your PC for overall improvement on all platforms! If you stop your mission on the plains, you can now return to Setus or the orbiter. Sky Arched Ineblers can no longer be created in the corridor between Setus and plains. Remove
lotus transmission from mission end screen as you go Plains back to Cetus if you haven't done anything. Fixes that cause a massive loss to the client when a host migration occurs on the plane. Fixed an indes need to be able to invite players from friends list after interrupting missions from Plains to clients Fixed various Grineer machines on the plains not making sound. Update
22.2 Sedus/Plains Changes replaces Grokdrul and Iradite pickups from Rubedo and Ferrit and Box and Cache on the plains to better expose deeper resource systems. A circuit has been added to the turret drop table. Added circuits, rubedo, and ferrits to the dropship dropship table. Update 22.0 Last Updated: Hotfix 25.8.1 Update 22 Tile Set Grinee Tenno Landscape Deutsche
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